Consideration on the Accuracy of Watch for Physical Activity Tracker
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Abstract

Background: Obesity is one of the biggest drivers of preventable chronic diseases and healthcare costs in Worldwide. The most difficult aspect to take under consideration on the developing algorithms able to value the single session of kcal consumption in a single session of training are the hormonal factors.

Objective: In this study we done a preliminary study on the comparison of two different watch (that provide an estimate of kilocalories consumed with and without heart rate monitor) with an indirect calorimetry device. The aim of this study was to understand if the watch could be considered for health use and the variable that can influence the valuation accuracy of the kcal consumption during a training session on gym.

Methods: In this preliminary study we analyzed the indicators that influence the daily energy expenditure and possible device able to track it, considering possible limits of application. Therefore, we analyzed the critical issue emerged to track each indicator.

Results: From this preliminary study was possible to show that the accuracy of the device could have important difference case by case. More information have to be done to the customer to understand the accuracy of the different device able to detect the kcal consumption because it can modify the diet of not professional people. We had problem with the synchronization of health rate monitor and the watch with Bluetooth mode in room with computer or a lot of IT equipment.

Discussion: This preliminary study showed that could be more vital signals to take under consideration developing algorithm for the daily kcal consumption. More study are need to understand way we have a difference of accuracy during a reliable test in healthy volunteers. Metabolism aspect could be taken under consideration starting from consideration related on weight and high of subject.

Conclusion: The conclusion was not permitted to have the algorithm used to detect the kcal consumption so we did some preliminary test. From as analysis we show a not constant accuracy for the watch 1 and watch 2 vs. the indirect calorimetry. This suggest that some more variable have to be taken under consideration in developing of device, as suggested from the literature.
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Abbreviation

EE: Energy Expenditure; PA: Physical Activity; QOL: Quality of Life; QALY: Quality Adjusted Life Year; OSA: Obese Sleep Apnea; DEE: Daily Energetic Expense of an individual; ET: Endogenous Thermogenesis; EEPA: Energetic Expense linked to the Physical Activity; BMR: Basal Metabolic Rate

Introduction

Obesity is one of the biggest drivers of preventable chronic diseases and healthcare costs in Worldwide. Different prevention activities are suggested. Starting from accurate evaluation of personal daily energy expenditure (EE) it is possible to plan a correct and personalized diets, as well as programming physical activity (PA), being the last one of the most important factors influencing health.

Physical inactivity is one of the most important public health problems of the 21st century [1,2]. Rates of physical inactivity, that are rapidly growing worldwide, have attracted the attention of the international healthcare community [1,3-5] and the proportion of physical exercise [2-5].
Physical inactivity is associated with the increased risk of several chronic diseases; at the same time incidence of the disease with the high social burden decrease with a good physical activity. Also, some economic studies has proved that physical activity is cost-effective, offering good value for money, with relevant gains in both survival and health-related quality of life (QOL), and with reasonable cost-per year ratios [6]. In the last years is growing the interest of the company on the developing of PA tracker. In this context, and thanks to advances in communications technology, mobile devices have emerged as an important tool for disease prevention and intervention affecting health habits and disease evolution [6].

Therefore, the different health applications need different level of accuracy. We aspect a high accuracy in device used for heath or training application, then for not professional use. Also, related to the development of algorithms able to value the single session of k.cal consumption in a single session of training are the hormonal factor. The Energy Expenditure of the human body is reduced during sleep. This change is influenced by circadian rhythm, changes in body temperature, and reduction in muscle activity. Development of adaptive thermogenesis has been proposed to explain the repetitive nature of sleep and the role of body weight, age and gender, are used to estimate the EE in chronic patients or old people, there is the technical problem of measuring daily energy expenditure, as we show in previous study [7], modulated in consideration of daily PA.

The aims of this study were to understand if the watch could be considered for health use and the variable that can influence the valuation accuracy of the kcal consumption during a training session on gym.

In this way, at the core of the telemonitoring lifestyle of athletes, chronic patients or old people, there is the technical problem of measuring daily energy expenditure, as we show in previous study [7], modulated in consideration of daily PA.

**Materials and Methods**

The study was focused the attention on the analysis of factors that can be considered as indicators for the daily physical activity track. In this way, at the core of the telemonitoring lifestyle of athletes, chronic patients or old people, there is the technical problem of measuring daily energy expenditure, modulated in consideration of daily PA.

In this study, we analyzed the indicators that influence the daily energy expenditure and possible device able to track it, considering possible limits of application. Therefore, we analyzed the critical issue emerged to track each indicator.

The literature review was carried out using the major search engines, as well as sectorial and generalist electronic databases (PubMed, ADA, Google Scholar, Google Patents, CDA, IEEE Journals).

In this preliminary study, we make the acquisition of data on the Motor. In this study, we also tested two devices available in the market to value the usability and accuracy of measurement. We selected two different watch, with expected high level of accuracy, with not public kcal algorithm.

Comparison was based on the analysis of the different kcal calculated from the watch during acquisition. Tests on data acquisition were carried out at the Sports Sciences Laboratories of University of Cassino and Southern Lazio (Cassino, Italy), in collaboration with the Electrical and Information Engineering Department of that University, and using the K4 Cosmed as a gold standard for measuring indirect calorimetry.

The analysis of the data was carried out at the Clinical-Healthcare and Management Innovations Research Area of the Bambino Gesù Children's Hospital (Rome, Italy), and Faculty of Engineer at University La Sapienza (Rome, Italy).

All information acquired was mash with the technical skill in Telemedicine of the works team, and discussed focusing the attention on the operative device applications.

We enrolled student's volunteer of Department of Human Social and Health Sciences, - University of Cassino and Southern Lazio, Cassino-Italy [Table 1].

We equipped each Subject with: 2 watch with its heart rate monitor, K4 Cosmed mask in Telemetry function and a temperature data logger.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No of Subject</th>
<th>Man</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Weight (Kg)</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Training frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25 ± 3</td>
<td>50-87</td>
<td>160&lt;x&lt;185</td>
<td>3 hour/week</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1:** Characteristics of voluntary patients.
The acquisition protocol was the same for all volunteer:

- 5 minutes of relax in a room with 25°C and 40% of Humidity to acquire the VO₂ max predicted (conditions required from one of the two watch)

- 3 minutes of heating on a cycle ergometer

- 18 minutes of cycling with load proportionate to the weight of the subject

- 5 minutes of recovery.

The data was stored in real time, marking the data read on the display and/or downloaded with USB on the dedicated software. Therefore all data was exported on .csv file and analyzed of .exl format. In this was possible, for all subject, to update the watches with the individual parameter as: birth date, sex, height and weight.

The data was analyzed to Faculty of Engineer at University La Sapienza (Rome, Italy), where was take under consideration the coefficient (Table 2) of equivalent surface dimensions (Ad).

Also, we make some temperature acquisition before and during a test session on tapis roulant on 14 volunteer to analyze the difference before, during and after the test.

The test session protocol was the same for all volunteer:

- 5 minutes of relax in a room with 25°C and 40% of Humidity to acquire the VO₂ max predicted (conditions required from one watch)

- 10 minutes of tapis roulant with level 10 of speed and 2% slope

- 5 minutes of recovery.

For the test on the tapis roulant we take the temperature value with a digital thermometer every 5 minutes.

Result

The international literature converges to the Daily Energetic Expense (DEE) as then energy organism consumes daily as indicator that collect the most useful information on daily activity. This indicator sums the Endogenous Thermogenesis (ET), the Energetic Expense related to the Physical Activity (EEPA), and the Basal Metabolic Rate (BMR) i.e., the minimal energy that an organism needs to be alive. It constitutes from 60 to 70% of the EEPA in the majority of the sedentary adults, while, in very active individuals it is of approximately 50%. It changes depending on the body composition, especially on the body lean mass [12,15]. Energy metabolism and food intake are complex processes that involve homeostatic mechanisms driven by hypothalamic network signaling pathways [11].

Predictive equations, which are usually based on the body weight, height, age and gender, are used to estimate the EE in clinical settings. Many studies have developed and validated those predictive equations [11-13]. However, the best equation to estimate EE is difficult to establish because of conflicting results in different conditions and people characteristics [14].

As illustrated by Jesus et al. (2015) [13] the growing number of equations makes difficult the selection of specific equations that will work well in different contexts. Some equations include VO₂ max as fundamental indicator but at the same time in not enough clear the right way to calculate it out of laboratory or hospital. We show that in the recent years some study starting to take into consideration the impact of thermoregulation looking for new ET prediction model [16].

The daily DEE is estimated with a combination of BMR and energy expenditure during physical activity.

Some devices have integrated additional sensors and instruments like thermometers, parameters they assess are not still included into the EE algorithm.

We compared the kcal calculated simultaneous from each watch during the test session and the kcal calculated from the K4 in the same session.

From this preliminary study was possible to show that the accuracy of the device could have important difference case by case (Tables 2-4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ad=0.202<em>W^0.425</em>H^0.725</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W=Weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H= High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Dubois equation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage of difference from Gold Standard VS Watch 1 considering AD</th>
<th>Percentage of difference from Gold Standard VS Watch 2 considering AD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28%</td>
<td>NA’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5%</td>
<td>NA’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4%</td>
<td>-8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1%</td>
<td>NA’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-7%</td>
<td>-17%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Percentage of difference from the Gold Standard.

From this analysis, we show a not constant accuracy in the range of +3%, as expected. From this preliminary study, we show unexpected inaccuracy >20%.

Regards of thermoregulation, we show (Figure 1), as expected an increase of temperature with health rate, until the brought into operation of thermoregulatory mechanisms and thus the appearance of sweat. Also, we analyzed the temperature data acquired in one other set of volunteers.

We show the same trend, so an increase of t increase of temperature with health rate, until the brought into operation of thermoregulatory mechanisms and thus the appearance of sweat. We make a t-test of the data, the difference of temperature before, during and after the session test, was not significant p>0.05. Therefore, the kcal acquisition without...
heart rate monitor was lower than 20% in the watch 1 and not permitted by the watch 2.

We had problem with the synchronization of health rate monitor and the watch with Bluetooth mode in room with computer or a lot of IT equipment.

**Discussion and Future Work**

A right analysis of the PA could be helpful for different applications. Many studies explain the good impact of applications of Telemedicine on public health [18,19].

Today, the devices available for measuring EE accurately require specialized professionals and sophisticated methodologies that are costly and difficult to conduct. With respect to thermoregulation indicators, the analysis of variance on the body temperature in different climatic and motion condition must be taken in more consideration.

This preliminary study showed that could be more vital signals to take under consideration developing algorithm for the daily kcal consumption. More study is need to understand way we have a difference of accuracy during a reliable test in healthy volunteers. Metabolism aspect could be taken under consideration starting from consideration related on weight and high of subject.

The body temperature could be important variable but the right acquisition could be difficult in conventional conditions and so also in daily activity.

Different sensors connected with mobile devices could be important tools to consider all body variations, also for disease prevention and keep track of intervention, affecting health state evolution and costs. In this way, new mobile device applications, for PA track, are also helpful for Telehealth to have a punctual telemonitoring of exercise regime of patients, especially oldest and/or with chronic disease is mandatory, specially to specialize dietary intake [7].

In the developing of wearable t-shirt will be important to have difference size to have good adherence of it, and so low acquisition and interference errors.

The Bluetooth mode must be developed considering the possibility of need the synchronization of the device component also in room with a lot of computer as office, for daily use.
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